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Redwoods oregon weather

Click on dense fog advice for Redwood, Oregon weather forecast for Redwood, Oregon : Josephine County Issued: 7:36 PM PST Jan 13, 2021 Latitude: 42.4220615 longitude: -123.3872831 Watch Google Maps tonight Thursday M.L.King Tuesday Low: 41°F High: 53°F High: 54°F High: 49°F High: 54°F High: 52°F High: 52°F High: 54°F
High: 49°F High: 59°F F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F : 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High: 54°F High 51°F High: 48°F Low: 41° F Low F°F:
38°F Low: 32°F Low: 30°F Low: 31°F Cloudy fog Cloudy fog Partly cloudy morning Sunny mostly sunny conditions at Sexton SUMMIT - (KSXT) Clearas of 11:56 PRelST. Humidity: 81%Dew Point: 39°FVisibility: 10 MilesPressure: 30.40 inches. Flight Rule: VFRWind Data12 MPH140° SoutheastCloud Level(s): Clear current conditions at
MEDFORD - (KMFR) 43°Clearas of 23:53 PSTRel. Humidity: 93%Dew Point: 41° FVisibility: 8 MilesPressure: 30.43 inches. Flight Rule: VFRCloud Level(s): Clear current conditions atBROOKINGS ARPT - (KBOK) 48° Mostly cloudy clear rain fog of 00:12 PSTRel. Humidity: 100%Dew Point: 48°FVisibility: 1/4 MilesPressure: 30.39 inches.
Flight rule: LIFRCloud Level(s): Broken at 200ft overnight... Fog zones. Otherwise, mostly cloudy with temperatures below around 41 degrees. Light southeast wind. Thursday... Fog areas before 13:00. Otherwise, partly cloudy to clear, with a chance of light rain, then it will be partly cloudy to clear. A calm breeze. Thursday night... Mostly
cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. A calm breeze. Friday... 20% chance of rain before 10:00 a.m. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. A calm breeze. Friday night... Cloudy fog after 01:00. However, partly cloudy to clear, with
temperatures lower than that. A calm breeze. Saturday... Partly cloudy fog until 1 p.m. Otherwise, partly sunny, with a high near 49. Saturday night... Partly cloudy fog until 04:00. However, partly cloudy, with temperatures below that. Sunday... Cloudy fog before 10:00. Otherwise, mostly sunny, with a high chance of close to 54. Sunday
night... Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. M.L. King Day... Mostly cloudy with a chance of 52. Monday night... Mostly cloudy with a chance of 30.5 Tuesday... Mostly cloudy with a chance of 51. Tuesday night... Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy
with a chance of rain. Wednesday... Mostly cloudy with a chance of 48. The Sun's Almanac for Redwood, Oregon Sunrise: 07:40 Sunset: 17:05 Civic Sunrise:07:09 Civic Sunset: 17:36 Marine Sunrise: 06:35 Marine Sunset: 18:11 Astro Sunrise: 06:01 Astro Sunset: 18:45 Almanac Moon To Redwood, Oregon Moon Phase: New Moon
Moon Lighting: 2% Moon Age: 1.22 Days The moon is currently below the horizon The distance from moon to Earth: 238,034 miles Near moon events for Redwood:The timely event am Thu2.3%High Moon:01:57 Thursday 3.0%Moonset:06:52 Thu3.8% New Moon: Wed Jan 13 Q1: Wed 20 Full Moon: Thursday January 28 Last Quarter:
Thursday February 4 New Moon: Thursday February 11 Next 7 Cloudy Days Sky. Temperature 43. Winds are light and changing. Sunny along with some clouds. Clouds. 58F. Light and variable winds. Cloudy with a chance of rain in the evening, then cloudy with a chance of rain. Temperature 43. Winds are light and changing. Moon
shine9:09 The claudit sky is early, followed by a partial cleansing. High near 55 and humid. Winds are light and changing. A few clouds. Low near 40F. Winds are light and changing. Shone water 9:44 partly cloudy. Temperature 57 and humid. Winds are light and changing. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly
cloudy with a chance of temperatures as low as 42 and humid. Winds are light and changing. Moon shine10:12 partly cloudy. Temperature 59 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Some early clouds will give way to generally clear conditions overnight. Temperatures are low 42 and humid. Direction of wind der der
ma'am at 5-10mph. Shone water10:37 mostly sunny. Temperature 56 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly clear skies. Temperatures are low 38 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Moon shine11:01 partly cloudy. High around 55F. Direction of wind der der-ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy
with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a 38-damp temperature chance. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. The moon shone 11:23 and the direction of the wind dar-der-ma'am was 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of temperatures as low as 38
and humid. Winds are light and changing. Moonrise11:45 amCloudy with occasional showers. Temperature 48. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy evening showers turn intermittent overnight. Low near 35F. Winds are light and changing. Mostly cloudy during the morning hours will be provided from occasional
showers in the afternoon. Temperature 46 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. Temperatures are low 33 and humid. Winds are light and changing. Mostly cloudy the moon shone 12:35Clod with showers. High near 45. Winds
are light and changing. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. Low near 35F. Winds are light and changing. Mostly cloudy, water shone 1:06 partly cloudy to cloudy. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy from showers in the evening turn to light and steady rain
during the night. Temperatures are low 34 and humid. Winds are light and changing. Mostly cloudy, 1:43 p.m. water shone light rain with showers. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy with a chance of rain in the morning, then mostly cloudy with a chance of rain. Temperatures are low 33 and humid. Direction of wind
der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy the moon shone 2:26 p.m. Cloud with showers. Temperature 44 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy from early showers, turning into steady late rain. Temperatures are low 36 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy rains around a
quarter of an inch. Moon shined 3:19pmK with periods of rain. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy rains around a quarter of an inch. Occasionally light rain. Temperatures are low 38 and humid. Direction of wind der der ma'am at 5-10mph. Mostly cloudy in Redwood, summers are short, warm, dry, and mostly clear
and the winters are very cold, wet and mostly cloudy. During the year, the temperature typically changes from 36°F to 89°F and is rarely below 28°F or above 97°F. Based on tourist score, best time Visit Redwood for hot weather activities and is from early July to the end of August. The hot season will last 2.9 months, June 22 to
September 19, with an average daily temperature high above 81°F. The hottest day of the year is August 4, with a high average of 89°F and a low of 60°F. The cold season lasted 3.6 months, from November 11 to February 28, with an average daily temperature high below 56°F. The coldest day of the year is December 23, with an
average low of 36°F and a rough 48°F. The figure below shows a compact year-round characterization of average hourly temperatures. The horizontal axis is the day of the year, the vertical axis is the time of day, and the color is the average temperature for an hour and a day. Ciudad Rodrigo, Spain (8,785 km away) is the farst foreign
place with temperatures most similar to Redwood (view comparison). In Redwood, the average percentage of cloud-covered skies experiences extreme seasonal variation throughout the year. The clearer part of the year in Redwood starts around June 13 and lasts for 4.0 months, ending around October 12. On August 3, the brightest day
of the year, skies are clear, mostly clear, or partly cloudy 87% of the time, and mostly cloudy 13% of the time. The more obscure part of the year starts around October 12 and lasts for 8.0 months, ending around June 13. On November 30, the day is partly cloudy, the skies are mostly cloudy or cloudy 73% of the time, and bright, mostly
clear, or partly cloudy 28% of the time. A wet day is one with at least 0.04 inches of liquid precipitation or equal to liquid. The chance of wet days in Redwood varies significantly throughout the year. The wetter season lasted 6.2 months, between October 22 and April 30, with a more than 27% chance of a given day being a wet day. The
chance of a wet day will peak at 52% on November 30. The drier season lasts 5.8 months, from April 30 to October 22. The smallest chance of a wet day is 2% on August 3. Between wet days, we distinguish between those who are on rain alone, snow alone, or a mixture of the two. Based on this classification, the most common form of
precipitation throughout the year is rain alone, with a record probability of 51% on November 30. Rainfall to show variation within the months and not just the monthly totals, we show the precipitation accumulated over a moving 31-day period that is centered around every day of the year. Redwood experiences extreme seasonal variation
in monthly rainfall. This year's filing period lasted 9.9 months, from September 1 to June 28, with rainfall of at least 31 days. The most rain fell during the 31 days concentrated around December 7, with an average total accumulation of 8.6 inches. This year's rain-free period lasted 2.1 months, from June 28 to September 1. The least rain
falls around July 30, with an average total accumulation of 0.2 inches. The length of day in Redwood varies significantly over the course Year. In 2021, the shortest day is December 21, with 9 hours, 4 minutes of daylight; The longest day is June 20, with 15 hours, 18 minutes of daylight. The earliest sunrise is at 05:35 on 14 June, and the
last sunrise is 2 hours and 18 minutes later at 7.53am on November 6. The earliest sunset is at 4.40pm on December 8, and the last sunset is 4 hours and 14 minutes later at 8.54pm on June 26. Daylight Saving Time (DST) was observed in Redwood during 2021, starting in spring on March 14, lasting 7.8 months, and ending in autumn
on November 7. The following shows a compact representation of lunar key data for 2021. The horizontal axis is today, the vertical axis is the time of day, and the tussle indicates when the moon is above the horizon. The vertical gray stripes (new moons) and blue stripes (full moons) indicate major moon stages. We base the level of
moisture comfort on the slowing point, as it determines whether sweat evaporates from the skin, thereby cooling the body. The lower moat points feel drier and higher dew points feel more humid. Unlike the temperature, which usually varies significantly between day and night, the hang point tends to change more slowly, so while the
temperature may drop at night, a humid day is usually accompanied by a humid night. The perceived level of humidity in Redwood, as measured by the percentage of time when the level of humidity comfort is humid, depressing or miserable, does not change significantly during the year, and almost constantly 0% throughout. This section
discusses the wide area for the average wind vector hours (speed and direction) at 10 meters above the ground. The wind experienced in any given location depends heavily on local topography and other factors, and immediate wind speed and direction vary more widely than the hourly average. The average hourly wind speed in
Redwood does not change significantly during the year, maintaining 0.7 km per hour of 6.6 km per hour throughout. The average hourly wind direction in Redwood varies throughout the year. Wind is usually west for 1.1 weeks, from April 12 to April 20, with a record percentage of 29 percent on April 19. Wind is usually from the north for
5.8 months, from April 20 to October 15, with a record percentage of 65 percent on July 18. Wind is usually from the south for 5.9 months, from October 15 to April 12, with a record percentage of 47 percent on January 1. Redwood is located near a large body of water (e.g., ocean, sea, or large lake). This section reports the average
surface temperature of the water. The average water temperature does not change significantly during the year, and will remain within 2°F of 52°F throughout. To characterize how pleasant the weather is in Redwood throughout the year, we calculate two travel results. Tourist score prefers Rain-free days with temperatures are seen
between 65°F and 80°F. Based on this score, the best time of year to visit Redwood for general outdoor tourist activities is from early July to the end of August, with a record score in the first week of August. The beach/pool score favors clear rain-free days with temperatures caught between 75°F and 90°F. Based on this score, the best
time of year to visit Redwood for warm weather activities is from mid-July to mid-August, with a record score in the first week of August. Methodology for each hour between 8:00 a.m. and 9 p.m. each day during the analysis period (1980 through 2016), independent scores are calculated for perceived temperature, cloud coverage and total
precipitation. These scores are combined into a complex one-hour score, which is then accumulated for days, on average throughout the years during the surgery period, and some. Our cloud cover score is 10 for perfectly clear skies, descending linearly to 9 for mostly clear skies, and 1 for perfectly cloudy skies. Our precipitation score,
based on the three-hour precipitation centered on the hour in question, is 10 without precipitation, falling linearly to 9 trace precipitation, and 0 to 0.04 inches of precipitation or more. Our tourist temperature score is 0 for perceived temperatures below 50°F, rising linear to 9 for 65°F, to 10 for 75°F, dropping linear to 9 for 80°F, and 1 for
90°F or warmer. Our beach/pool temperature score is 0 for perceived temperatures below 65°F, rising linearly to 9 for 75°F, to 10 for 82°F, dropping linear to 9 for 90°F, and 1 for 100°F or warmer. Growing season settings vary all over the world, but for the purposes of this report, we define it as the longest period of non-freezing
temperatures (≥ 32°F) per year (the calendar year in the Northern Hemisphere, or from July 1 to June 30 in the Southern Hemisphere). The growth season in Redwood typically lasts 7.9 months (240 days), around March 20 to November 16, rarely starts before Or after February 11 or after April 17, and rarely ends before October 25 or
after December 11. The growing degree days are a measure of annual heat accumulation used to predict the development of plants and animals, and is defined as an integral part of heat above base temperature, throwing any excess above the maximum temperature. In this report, we use a base of 50°F and an 86° Fahrenheit cap.
Based on only the growing degree days, the first spring blossoms in Redwood are scheduled to appear around March 19, rarely showing up before February 28 or after April 12. This section discusses the total daily incident of solar energy in short waves reaching the surface of the soil over a wide area, with full reference to seasonal
variations throughout the day, at sun level above the horizon, and absorption by clouds and other atmospheric components. Radiation includes visible light and ultraviolet radiation. The average short-lived daily solar energy surge incident experienced extreme seasonal variation during the year. The brighter period of the year lasted 3.0
months, between May 24 and August 25, with an average of daily energy in short waves per mr over 6.7 bothering. The brightest day of the year is July 14, with an average of 8.0 0 0 0 0 00 000 000 00:00.00. The darker period of the year lasted 3.8 months, between October 29 and February 21, with an average of daily energy in short
waves per mr below 2.7 would be bothered. The darkest day of the year is December 26, with an average of 1.4 00 00 00.00. For this report, Redwood's geographic coordinates are latitude of 42.422 G, -123.387 longitude of deg and height of 335 feet. The topography within 1.9 miles of Redwood contains significant changes in altitude,
with a maximum altitude change of 200 meters and an average altitude above sea level of 1,000 feet. Within 16 km there are significant differences in altitude (1,000 meters). In the range of 80 km there are also extreme variations in altitude (7,461 feet). The area within 3km of Redwood is covered in crops (41%), shrubs (24%), artificial
surfaces (21%), and Grassland (14%), within 16 km by shrubs (55%) and 16 km (55%). And trees (34%), and within 80km by trees (57%) Shrubs (38%). This report illustrates the typical redwood weather, based on statistical analysis of historical two-hour weather reports and model re-calculations from January 1, 1980 to December 31,
2016. Temperature and dew place have 3 weather stations close enough to contribute to our estimate of the temperature and the thyphic points in Redwood. , and by the current relative change in MERRA-2 satellite-era re-analysis between the two locations. The estimated value in Redwood is calculated as the weight average of the
individual contributions from each station, with weights proportional to the inverse of distance between Redwood and a given station. The stations contributing to this restoration are: Sexton Peak (20%, 20 km, north); Rogue Valley International Airport - Medford Airport (58%, 43 km, East); Zhong Brookings (22%, 84 km, Southwest). Other
data All data related to the position of the sun (e.g., sunrise and sunset) are calculated using astronomical formulas from the book, Astronomical Algorithms Edition 2, by Jean Myos. All other weather data, including cloud cover, precipitation, wind speed and direction, and solar flux, come from Nasa's modern-era MERRA-2 retrospective
analysis. This retach combines a variety of broad measurements in an innovative global meteorological model to recreate the hourly history of weather The world's on a 30-miles grid. Land use data comes from the Global Land Cover Database , published by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. The ascent data
comes from the Shuttle You Topography Mission (SRTM), published by nasa's erraic propulsion laboratory. Names, locations, and time zones of certain locations and airports come from the GeoNames geographic database. Time zones for airports and weather stations are provided by AskGeo.com. Maps ©, with data from National
Geographic, Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, UNEP-WCMC, USGS, Nasa, ESA, METI, NRCAN, GEBCO, NOAA, and iPC. The disclaimer of information on this site is provided as is, without any assurance as to its accuracy or suitability for any purpose. Weather data is prone to errors, excuses and other flaws. We take no responsibility for their
decisions in accordance with the content displayed on this site. We draw particularly cautious attention to our reliance on MERRA-2 model-based restorations for a number of important data sets. While there are the huge benefits of spatial temporary integrity, these restorations: (1) are based on computer models that may have model-
based errors, (2) they are roughly sampled on a 50-km grid and are therefore unable to restore the local variations of many micro-particles, and (3) find it particularly difficult with weather in some coastal areas, especially small islands. We further warn that our travel scores are only as good as the underlying data, that weather conditions at
any given location and time are unpredictable and variable, and that the grade setting reflects a specific set of preferences that may disagree with those of a particular reader. Call.
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